Peach Cooler

Serves 25 tastes in the classroom or 2 large glasses at home.

A rich, cold, fluffy drink to use the left-over juice from the Broccoli and Peach Salad.

From the garden: mint

Recipe source: Adapted from The delights of Vegetarian Cooking by Tarla Dalal

Equipment: 
Clean tea towel
Chopping board
Kitchen knife
Blender
Scoop or spoon

Ingredients:
left-over juice from canned peaches used in the Broccoli and peach Salad recipe
6 peach slices and some juice
2 scoops plain thick yoghurt (or ice cream)
1 bottle lemonade
Few drops lemon juice
Crushed ice to serve
4 mint leaves

Method:

- Dampen the tea towel and place it under the chopping board to keep it from sliding
- Slice the peaches
- Chop the mint finely
- Blend the lemonade, peaches, peach juice, yoghurt and lemon juice in a blender
- Serve in glasses topped with crushed ice and mint